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Overview
����  International Searching and Preliminary Examination

     System

����  Value of the International Search Report (ISR) and

      Written Opinion/International Preliminary Report on

      Patentability (IPRP)

����  Responding to Written Opinions:  Types of Responses

      and Advantages and  Disadvantages

����  Use of ISR and IPRP in Making Better Informed

      Business Decisions
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Background
All International Applications filed after 1st January 2004 will

follow a modified system of international search and
preliminary examination.  In the process for applications
filed prior to 2004, an applicant received an international

search report during the first part of the PCT process
(Chapter I) and then had the option of utilizing the
preliminary examination procedure (Chapter II) if

circumstances and advantages of the procedure warranted
the additional cost.  As of April 2002, most PCT contracting
states gave an applicant 30 months from the priority date to

complete national entry; a few states maintain(ed)
reservations, requiring an applicant to file a DEMAND by
19 months to utilize Chapter II to extend the time for entry

from 20 to 30 months.
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Background
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Background

As of 1st January 2004, the new system went into effect and
the new process, combining search and the initial opinion

under the Chapter I proceedings, is in effect…
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Compared to the former process, the new
search and preliminary examination

system provides applicants with more
information at an earlier stage in the PCT

process, allowing applicants to better
manage their application’s journey

through the PCT process and provides
additional options for applicants desiring
to participate in Chapter II examination.
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The international search is conducted by an International
Searching Authority (ISA) selected by the applicant from a

list of ISAs specified by the applicant’s home Receiving
Office (RO).  For example, applicants from India can

choose their ISA from:

Australian Patent Office (ISA/AU)
Austrian Patent Office (ISA/AT)

China Intellectual Property Office (ISA/CN)
European Patent Office (ISA/EP)
Swedish Patent Office (ISA/SE)

United States Patent and Trademark Office (ISA/US)
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Applicants from the US can choose between the European
Patent Office (ISA/EP) or the United States Patent &

Trademark Office (ISA/US).

Applicants from the Republic of Korea can choose
between the Australian Patent Office (ISA/AU), the Austrian

Patent Office (ISA/AT), the Japan Patent Office (ISA/JP),
and the Korean Intellectual Property Office (ISA/KR).

Some applicants have no choice.  For example applicants
filing with the Canadian Receiving Office may only select
the ISA/CA; applicants filing with the European Receiving

Office may only select the ISA/EP.

The competent ISAs for each RO are listed in the
PCT Applicant’s Guide.
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Each ISA has qualified as a searching authority
by meeting specific requirements set forth in

PCT Article 16 and Rule 34, including having a
minimum set of prior art documents available

for the examiners to utilize during the searching
process.  (Any ISA may have and utilize more

than the minimum required document set.)

This “quality control” helps provide applicants
with a competent prior art search covering a

wide range of prior art documents.
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Applicant’s receipt of the International Search
Report (ISR -- now accompanied by an ISA

Opinion on Patentability Criterion (or Written
Opinion) by the searching examiner) is one of
the most valuable features of the PCT process
and should be utilized in making key decisions

regarding future direction of the claimed
invention and International Application.
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Advantages of the

� Provides an independent assessment of the
applicable IPCs (and US PC, if ISA/US is utilized)

� Foreshadows possible unity of invention issues

� Provides an independent view of the applicable prior
art (possibly with multiple language coverage)

� May provide patent-family cross reference to aid in
broader art searches

� Allows for applicant’s continued assessment of
patentability in light of discovered prior art
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Under the EISPE system, the ISA examiner will also
provide the applicant with an Opinion on Patentability

Criterion  (or Written Opinion (WO)) in which the
examiner will assess the novelty, inventive step and
industrial applicability of the claimed invention (PCT

Article 33) in light of the art cited in the ISR.

This Opinion provides the applicant with further
information to aid in the assessment of the patentability

of the claimed invention and the future of the
International Application.

ISA Opinion on Patentability Criterion (Written Opinion – Chapter I)
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Upon receipt of the ISR and the WO from the ISA, an
applicant must decide whether to utilize the optional
Chapter II process or to accept the ISA examiner’s
opinion (with or without informal comment) in the
knowledge that the final International Preliminary

Report on Patentability (IPRP -- which will be
distributed to all Designated Offices) will be identical

to the WO if Chapter II is not utilized.

Decision Point – Chapter I and Chapter II
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If the WO is favorable, then there is usually no need
to utilize Chapter II

If there is a need to amend the description or
drawings prior to national phase entry, then

Chapter II provides the only route to enter the
needed amendment.  (Claims can be amended under

Article 19.)

If the opinion is negative, a decision is needed.

Decision Point – Chapter I and Chapter II
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Prosecution aimed at a favorable IPRP under
Chapter II is a cost-effective way to advance the

prosecution of your application in all PCT member
states with the professional effort of a single official

action response.

Many PCT member states and several non-member
states gave significant weight to a positive IPER and

are expected to give the same weight to a positive
IPRP

Decision Point – Chapter I and Chapter II
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When faced with a negative Written Opinion, the
decision reduces to, “Respond once under Chapter
II, or many times during the national phase.”  Non-
examining and self-assessment countries may also

require additional effort.

(An applicant can respond to a negative WO
informally under Chapter I, placing comments
regarding the examiner’s opinion before the

Designated Offices.)

Decision Point – Chapter I and Chapter II
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Regardless of whether an applicant utilizes Chapter
II, at the end of the PCT process (about 28 months)
an IPRP will be issued.  If Chapter II is not utilized,

The IPRP-Chapter I will be issued by the
International Bureau on behalf of the IPEA.  If

Chapter II is utilized, an IPRP-Chapter II (equivalent
to the IPER under pre-2004 system) will be issued by

the IPEA.

International Preliminary Report on Patentability
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Advantages of

�     At the completion of the PCT process an applicant has
received an independent look at the prior art as it relates to
the claimed invention and a considered opinion on the
novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability of the
invention in light of the cited art.

�     If the Chapter II process is elected, the applicant
receives a cost-effective way of advancing prosecution in all
PCT member states.

�     Unrelated to patentability of the claimed invention, the
ISR also contains an indication of the state of the relevant art
which can prove valuable in other research projects.
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Advantages of the

� Importantly, the ISR and the IPRP provide the
applicant with critical information required to make
informed decisions about the future of the application
and the invention and the possibility of obtaining
exclusivity around the world.  The optional Chapter II
process provides the applicant with a cost saving
method of prosecuting the invention in multiple countries
with the effort of a single official action response.
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With the rapidly rising costs of global patenting where
patenting a single invention in 50+ countries can easily
cost in excess of US$ 500,000 across the 20-year term of
the patents, having the important information available
through the International Search Report and the
International Preliminary Report on Patentability to aid in
making decisions regarding national phase entry is
critical.

Having the option of more cost-effective international
prosecution through the optional Chapter II process
further adds to the value gained through using the PCT.
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